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Compliancy Offers Cyber Security Services
Compliancy is now certified to perform key Cyber Security Audits

Research Triangle Park, NC – February 16, 2016. Companies are under an unprecedented barrage of
requests for information security audits and accreditations and for good reasons. Companies are
concerned over the strength and comprehensiveness of cybersecurity in the U.S., as companies
across the country are being targeted in cyber-attacks at an increasing rate of both occurrence
and cost. Concerns continue to grow as both the number of attacks on companies’ networks
and the cost to companies are increasing. With the rapid growth of malicious attacks, there has
never been a higher risk to corporate, customer, credit card, and PI/PHI data. This has caused a burden
on particularly the small and mid-sized enterprise that has reached a point of real impact on bottom line
and growth.
Compliancy is leveraging its 14 years of experience in information security and audit services to
introduce cyber security solutions for small / mid-market. This solution will allow customers to get
ahead of the increasing cyber-attack threats and comply with regulations and standards. Cyber security
is a synergistic addition to Compliancy’s information security services. This addition makes Compliancy a
comprehensive provider of information security, compliance and audit services.
Compliancy will continue, not only to invest in its technology but is focused on total compliance
solutions by offering services to assist organizations improve information security and in attaining and
maintaining compliance with multiple information and business standards and regulations. Contact
Compliancy at www.compliancy.com to learn more about how our experience is assisting organizations
today.
About Compliancy
Compliancy specializes in information security and multi-compliance automation services for
organizations. Compliancy offers cyber security solutions and multi-compliance solutions including SOC,
ISO, PCI, HIPAA, FCPA and other GRC applications. Processes and controls unique to the company and
industry can be easily automated and standardized to accelerate process completion, more effectively
manage risk and lower the cost of management. Large multi-national, mid-size companies and
government agencies choose Compliancy because of its greater flexibility and cost effectiveness.

